GOVERNMENT OF NCT OF DELHI
DIRECTORATE OF EDUCATION
PLANNING BRANCH,
1ST FLOOR, PATRACHAR VIDYALAYA BUILDING,
TIMAPRPUR, DELHI-110054

No. F.DE.18-19(2)/2006/Plg./

Dated: July, 2010

CIRCULAR

Sub: Engagement of Guest Teachers during 2010-11.

Powers have been delegated to Head of Schools to engage guest teachers from qualified youth subject to following conditions:-

1. Subject-wise vacancies in each school shall be displayed on web-site.
2. Person willing to be engaged shall register him/herself in specific school online and
3. The persons would be selected through system on the basis of academic performance.

Accordingly, subject-wise vacancies have been placed on Net. A public notice has been issued on web-site of Education inviting persons willing to be engaged as guest teachers to register themselves in specific school online latest by 6th August, 2010. List of persons, who have registered for engagement as guest teacher, would be displayed in order of merit in each subject in every school on 7th August, 2010.

Head of School shall call upon the person(s) who have secured highest marks and verify certificates etc. In case, there is any discrepancy in the details given in registration form as compared to certificates, Head of School shall call next person in merit.

It shall be made absolutely clear in letter of engagement that engagement is purely temporary and the person(s) engaged shall be removed as soon as regular person joins or latest by February, 2011.

All other conditions relating to rate of payment, working hours, maintenance of records, issue of sanction etc. shall apply as are applicable in case of retired teachers in terms of circular issued by Directorate of Education vide No. F.No.DE.18-19(2)/2006/Plg./481-503 dated 08/06/2010.

This issues with the approval of Finance Department vide their U.O. No. 124/DSI (Fin-Exp) dated 06/07/2010.

All Heads of Government schools.

(P. KRISHNAMURTHY)
DIRECTOR (EDUCATION)

Cont...p.2....
1. P.S. to Pr. Secretary (Education), Dte. of Education, Old Sectt., Delhi-54.
2. P.S. to Director (Education), Dte. of Education, Old Sectt., Delhi-54.
3. All Regional Directors/All Additional Directors of Education (Admn./Estate/Schools).
4. The Controller of Accounts, Principal Accounts Office, Vikas Bhawan, New Delhi.
5. Dy. Secretary (Finance-General), Govt. of NCT of Delhi, Delhi Sachivalaya.
6. All Dy. Director of Education (Districts), Dte. of Education.

/OS (IT), Dte. of Education with the request to place the circular on NET.

(B. L. YADAV)
DY. DIRECTOR (PLANNING)